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tor generally span a very wide range that also
grows with increasing molecular size and
temperature. For example, the limiting models predict prefactors that differ by a factor of
about 250 for methane desorption near 65 K,
with this difference increasing to nearly 5 ×
104 for n-butane desorption at 170 K (2).
Without a reliable estimate of the entropic contribution, the calculated desorption
rate can have an uncertainty of several orders
of magnitude. Previously, the available data
were insufﬁcient to establish a trend in the
entropies of adsorbed molecules. To address
this issue, Campbell and Sellers calculated
the entropies of numerous adsorbed molecules by evaluating reported data obtained
from measurements of equilibrium adsorption isotherms and thermal desorption rates.
They found that the standard entropies of the
adsorbed molecules Sad0 are linearly correlated with the standard entropies of the gaseous molecules Sg0, and that the relation Sad0
= 0.70Sg0 – 3.3R accurately ﬁts a large set of
data, spanning entropy values over a range of
~50R. The data set includes different classes
of molecules and surfaces, such as n-alkanes,
methanol, and several small molecules
adsorbed on magnesium oxide, the closepacked (111) crystal face of platinum, and
graphite surfaces. The desorption prefactors computed from the Campbell-Sellers

equation reduce the maximum error to 50.
The large slope of the Campbell-Sellers
relation reveals that the entropies of adsorbed
molecules are quite high and approach those
of two-dimensional gas molecules. The
implication is that the adsorbed molecules
move nearly freely within the surface plane at
temperatures where desorption ﬁrst becomes
important. The Campbell-Sellers relation
establishes that, in general, adsorbed molecules readily overcome in-plane barriers to
motion once the molecules acquire nearly
enough energy to surmount the larger energy
barrier for desorption (see the ﬁgure).
Although this ﬁnding is physically reasonable and perhaps obvious in retrospect, Campbell and Sellers have actually demonstrated
and quantiﬁed the large entropies of adsorbed
molecules. Thus, modeling the in-plane, center-of-mass motions as localized vibrations
substantially overestimates desorption prefactors for many adsorbed molecules. This idea
was recently conﬁrmed for the dissociation
of molecular propane on a palladium oxide
surface (3) and has also been demonstrated
by molecular dynamics simulations of alkane
desorption (4). Remarkably, the CampbellSellers equation also applies to molecules
present in adsorbate islands, indicating that
even densely packed molecules have high
entropies near the onset of desorption.

Theoretical work may be able to provide
a general framework from which to calculate entropies on the basis of molecule and
surface properties. The Campbell-Sellers
equation will provide essential guidance
to such efforts, as it reveals that the molecule-surface potential continues to slightly
hinder the motions of adsorbed molecules
even as desorption becomes important.
Key challenges in theoretical modeling
will be to develop methods that properly
and efficiently describe the weakly hindered motions of various types of molecules
adsorbed on different surfaces. Although
more challenging, this situation is analogous
to determining the torsional states available
to many polyatomic molecules. The ﬁndings
of Campbell and Sellers indeed represent
an important advance in the understanding
and quantiﬁcation of the entropies of a wide
range of adsorbed molecules, and may well
be broadly applicable.
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A better understanding is needed about
how the online environment affects the
communication of science information
to the public.
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N

ine in 10 internet users in the United
States turn to search engines to ﬁnd
information (1), and 60% of the U.S.
public seeking information about speciﬁc scientiﬁc issues lists the Internet as their primary
source of information (2). This has created a
new urgency for scientists to pay attention to
these trends and to the emerging scholarly literature about communicating science in this
brave new “online” world.
Among the U.S. public, time spent on the
World Wide Web has been linked to more
positive attitudes toward science, even when
controlling for use of traditional mass media
such as newspapers and television (3). For
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instance, frequent Web users are more likely
to report in surveys that they support basic scientiﬁc research even if it may not have immediate societal benefits. Research suggests
that the availability of science news from
the Internet may inform U.S. audiences with
different educational backgrounds. In other
words, online science sources may be helping to narrow knowledge gaps caused partly
by science coverage in traditional media that
tends to be tailored to highly educated audiences (4). Unfortunately, equivalent data for
other countries is not available yet.
Recent communication research, however, has also identiﬁed at least three areas
in which the new realities of an online information environment will increasingly force
scientists and social scientists to rethink the
interface between the science community

and the public. One area is science journalism. The rise of online media since the late
1990s has come at the expense of traditional
mass print and broadcast media. Less space
has been allocated for scientiﬁc issues, even
to the complete elimination of science coverage in some outlets (5). Today, audiences turn
more and more to blogs and other online-only
media sources for information about speciﬁc
scientiﬁc issues and much less to online versions of traditional news outlets. Almost half
of Americans currently rely on nontraditional
online sources, and only 12% turn to science
news from online content provided by traditional print newspapers and magazines (2).
Another area of concern is the trend among
online information providers to select and
prioritize content by using algorithms and/or
audience metrics, such as how often an online
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about a topic in the news crawl on television; reader comments on blog posts; or the
number of “likes” on Facebook, the massive
social media networking Web site. Such cues
may add meaning beyond what the author of
the original story intended to convey.
A recent conference presented an examination of the effects of these unintended inﬂuences of Web 2.0 environments empirically
by manipulating only the tone of the comments (civil or uncivil) that followed an online
science news story in a national survey experiment (10). All participants were exposed to
the same, balanced news item (covering nanotechnology as an emerging technology) and
to a set of comments following the story that
were consistent in terms of content but differed in tone. Disturbingly, readers’ interpretations of potential risks associated with the
technology described in the news article differed signiﬁcantly depending only on the tone
of the manipulated reader comments posted
with the story. Exposure to uncivil comments
(which included name calling and other non–
content-specific expressions of incivility)
polarized the views among proponents and
opponents of the technology with respect to
its potential risks. In other words, just the tone
of the comments following balanced science
stories in Web 2.0 environments can signiﬁcantly alter how audiences think about the
technology itself.
Online environments are providing audiences with great opportunities to connect
with science, but social scientists are only
beginning to understand the nature of these
connections and their potential outcomes on
how audiences all make sense of complex

scientiﬁc issues. Moreover, new tools of data
collection and analysis (often captured under
the “big data” label) have created opportunities for interdisciplinary collaborations
among computer science, computational linguistics, and other social sciences. These collaborations will hopefully help in the analysis of audience-media interactions in Web
2.0 environments in more generalizable realworld settings.
A world in which one in seven people
actively use Facebook (11), and more than
340 million tweets are being posted everyday
(12) is not the future of science communication any more. It is today’s reality. Scientists
and social scientists must explore outcomes
of online interactions about science in much
greater detail. This work will have to be based
on rigorous empirical social science rather
than guesswork and anecdotal evidence about
how to communicate complex and sometimes
controversial science in these new information environments. Without applied research
on how to best communicate science online,
we risk creating a future where the dynamics of online communication systems have
a stronger impact on public views about science than the speciﬁc research that we as scientists are trying to communicate.
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story is “clicked on” (viewed), forwarded to others via email, or posted
on social media. Researchers are only
beginning to understand how the
nearly 5 billion Web searches through
the search engine Google everyday
can shape the way we make sense of
all the new information we encounter (6–8). Some of that work shows
that there are often clear discrepancies between what people search for
online, which speciﬁc areas are suggested to them by search engines,
and what people ultimately ﬁnd. As
a result, someone’s initial question
about a scientific topic, the search
results offered by a search engine, and
the algorithms that a search provider
uses to tailor retrieved content to a
search may all be linked in a self-reinforcing informational spiral in which
search queries and the resulting Web
trafﬁc drive algorithms and vice versa
(7). This raises an interesting paradox when it
comes to relatively new scientiﬁc topics, such
as nanotechnology, that are still unfamiliar to
many people: Is the World Wide Web opening
up a new world of easily accessible scientiﬁc
information to lay audiences with just a few
clicks? Or are we moving toward an online science communication environment in which
knowledge gain and opinion formation are
increasingly shaped by how search engines
present results, direct trafﬁc, and ultimately
narrow our informational choices? Critical
discussions about these developments have
mostly been restricted to the political arena,
with a focus on how people search and ﬁnd
information in electoral settings (8). There is
a real urgency for the scientiﬁc community to
pay closer (empirical) attention to these new
challenges for communicating science.
How society debates emerging technologies is also dramatically changing because of
the social nature of Web 2.0—a second generation of the Web that allows people to produce and debate information online. Social
networks—both online and ofﬂine—play an
important role in shaping how information
and influence spreads among citizens (9).
But online social networks and social media,
in particular, may also have more latent and
potentially more powerful indirect effects. In
the current media environment, for example,
science stories usually are not presented in
isolation but instead are embedded in a host
of cues about their accuracy, importance,
or popularity. These cues that accompany
nearly all online news stories include viewer
“tweets”—very short messages posted
through the Twitter microblogging service—
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